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Abstract. We summarize the results of several experiments in applying a meta-
method for formal method integration [18, 19]. We provide a small example of
using an instance of integrated formal methods, and discuss properties and diffi-
culties associated with applying the meta-method to combining and using several
formal and semiformal methods.

1 Introduction

Method integration involves defining relationships between different methods so that
they may be cooperatively used together. In software engineering, method integration
has seen recent research on combining specific methods [15, 25], and on the formulation
of systematic techniques [14, 18, 19]. In this paper, we follow the latter theme and
describe several case studies in the application (and use of the products) of a meta-
method for formal method integration [18, 19].

We commence with a very brief overview of method integration and the means we
take to accomplishing it. Our lightweight technique is based onheterogeneous nota-
tions, combinations of formal and semiformal notations. After providing background
for heterogeneous notations, we summarize a meta-method for integrations involving
at least one formal method [19] used for system specification and design, and then de-
scribe several case studies in which the meta-method has been applied. With one case
study, we provide a very small example using integrated methods, in order to give the
flavour of the approach.

Due to space restrictions, this paper only summarizes the results of several case
studies. The interested reader may find details in [18, 19, 20, 21].

1.1 Method integration

Method integration involves the resolution of incompatibilities between methods, so
that the approaches can be safely and effectively used together [14]. Method integration
in a software engineering context is of growing research interest. A reason for this is the
low likelihood that one method will always suffice in the development of complex sys-
tems [5, 12]. Method integration has also been used and has been shown to be useful in
practice in various forms, e.g., at BT [25], Westinghouse [9], Praxis [8], and elsewhere.
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1.2 Heterogeneous notations and specifications

A notation is an important part of any method. Notations are used to specify system
behaviour and to clarify requirements. Notations play an important role in how we
carry out formal method integration. Specifically, we combine notations as a first step
towards combining formal methods with other methods, all of which that are being
used for system specification and design. Aheterogeneous notationis a combination of
notations that is used to write heterogeneous specifications.

Definition 1. A specification isheterogeneousif it is a composition of partial specifi-
cations written in two or more notations.

We do not place any constraints on what we mean by “composition”. Useful compo-
sitions will depend on the problems to be solved, and the context in which the set of
notations is to be used. Useful compositions may be specification combinators, shared
state or names, or synchronization on events, for example.

Heterogeneous notations are useful for a number of reasons: for writing simpler
specifications than might be produced using a single language [28]; for ease of expres-
sion [2]; and because they have been proven to be useful in practice [8, 29].

The formal meaning of a heterogeneous specification is given by defining the se-
mantics of all the notation compositions. Formal meaning is provided by a heteroge-
neous basis.

Definition 2. A heterogeneous basisis a set of notations, translations between formal
notations, and formalizations of semiformal notations.

The heterogeneous basis used in the work summarized in this paper is completely pre-
sented in [18]. We discuss it in the next section, and summarize the process of its con-
struction in Section 2.

1.3 A heterogeneous basis

A heterogeneous basis supplies a formal semantics to a heterogeneous specification
[18]. It is also used to provide the first step on which formal method integration is
carried out. The basis used in the case studies in this paper consists of a set of languages
with mappings defined between them. It is depicted in Figure 1.

The predicate notation is from [11]; Z is from [26]; specification statements (i.e.,
w : [pre; post ]) are from [17]; and the Larch languages are from [6]. The remaining
semiformal notations are from SA/SD [4], and Coad-Yourdon object oriented analysis
and design [3]. More notations are considered in [18, 19].

In the diagram, the arrows represent translations. The translations in Figure 1 are
described in detail in [18]. We will give a few examples of translations involving for-
malisms in Section 2, and will summarize some example formalizations involving semi-
formalisms. We will also describe the general approach we take to constructing a het-
erogeneous basis that consists of formal and semiformal notations.

A specification written using combinations of the notations from Figure 1 is given
a semantics using only one of the formal notations of the basis. The user of the basis
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Fig.1.A heterogeneous basis

chooses the formal notation to use for their particular context, and defines the meaning
of a heterogeneous specification in this formal notation. Syntactic complications must
still be dealt with by the specifier, in particular, ensuring that combinations of different
notations can be parsed.

1.4 Integrating methods with heterogeneous notations

Heterogeneous notations are used as a first step in formal method integration. In other
words, we carry out formal method integration (for system specification and design
methods) byfirst combining the notations on which the methods rely.The combination
process occurs by constructing (or extending) a heterogeneous basis consisting of the
notations of interest, and by resolving syntactic differences among the notations, so that
combinations of notations can be unambiguously parsed. Once this is done, the method
integration process can continue by generalizing method steps to use heterogeneous
notations, and by embedding, ordering, interleaving (perhaps generalized) method steps
from two or more different methods.

We do not claim that this is the only approach to combining formal methods with
other methods. It is a lightweight technique that produces integrated methods with con-
venient properties (see Section 3, and the case studies) when applied to system specifi-
cation and design methods, and has been used productively on a number of moderate-
sized examples. One suggestion we make is that formal method integration can be partly
systematized by using heterogeneous notations, since their use allows notation-related
complications of method integration to be dealt with first, while the remainder of the
integration process can concentrate on manipulating the steps of the methods to be
combined.

1.5 Overview

We commence the paper by summarizing the process for constructing a heterogeneous
basis. We then outline a meta-method for formal method integration, and clarify the
role that heterogeneous notations play within it. We summarize the results of a number
of example integrations involving only formal methods. One integration is applied to a
very small example. Two larger integration case studies, involving semiformal methods,
are outlined. We then discuss the benefits and limitations of each integration.



2 A Heterogeneous Basis

A heterogeneous basis is shown in Figure 1. This basis is created by translation: a set
of mappings are given that transform a specification in one notation into a specification
in a second notation. These mappings can then be used to provide a formal semantics
to compositions of partial specifications written in the notations of the basis.

In this section, we summarize the process of constructing the heterogeneous ba-
sis of Figure 1. In particular, we consider the addition of formal notations to a basis
(by translation), and the process of adding semiformal notations to an existing basis
(by formalization). We only summarize the details here, due to space constraints; full
translations, formalization procedures, and examples are given in [18].

2.1 Adding formal notations to a heterogeneous basis

A formal notation may be added to a heterogeneous basis by

– providing a translation from the formal notation into a notation already in a hetero-
geneous basis; and

– analyzing the expressive capabilities of each notation, viz., what can and cannot
be translated with preservation of interpretation, and what is the effect of these
notation differences on translation and on assigning a semantics to compositions.

In constructing the heterogeneous basis shown in Figure 1, we commenced with exist-
ing translations already presented in the literature. These included: the mapping of Z
to specification statements [13]; thewp definition of specification statements [17]; and,
thewp expression of an early version of a predicative programming specification [10].
To these translations, we added others. We provide several examples here, one map-
ping predicates without time variables into specification statements; a second mapping
predicates with time variables into specification statements; and a third, mapping spec-
ification statements into Z. The translations are described as functions from notation
to notation (we explain ways to handle expressive differences shortly). To simplify the
process, we assume all translations use the primed/unprimed notation of Z for repre-
senting post and pre-state. More example translations are given in [18].

A predicate specificationframe w �P that does not refer to the time variablest ; t 0

[11] can be translated to a specification statement [17] using the mappingPredToSS .

PredToSS (frame w � P) b= w : [ true;P ]

Similar translations arise when dealing with predicate specifications that make ref-
erence to time variablest andt 0. For a predicate specificationframe w�P that includes
references tot andt 0 in P , we translate it usingTimedPredToSS .

TimedPredToSS (frame w � P) b=

w : [ 8 t � 9n : nat � 8w 0 � (P ) t 0 � t + n); 9 t � 9 t 0 � (P ^ t 0 � t) ]

The specification statementw : [ pre; post ] can be translated into Z using function
SSToZ .

SSToZ (w : [ pre; post ]) b= [��; �w j pre ^ post ]



� is all state variables not in the framew . The user ofSSToZ may identify input com-
ponents (using a?), or output (using a!) in the schema, instead of placing all state
components in� or � components. Miraculous specifications (i.e., terminating and
establishingfalse) cannot be translated using this function.

We have not guaranteed that specific notations can be feasibly used together. There
are still complications that must be resolved, e.g., syntactic ambiguity, how to write and
define particular compositions, combining different viewpoints, etcetera. These are all
issues that must be resolved on a specific-context level, i.e., when the notations to be
combined and the compositions to be defined are known.

The translations between formalisms are all written as total functions. But some
specifications expressible in one notation are inexpressible in a second language. To
handle these language features while using translations, we have several options.

– Restrict the use of languages to only translatable elements. This can be described
as an “intersection” approach to semantics, since only mutually expressible speci-
fications are used in writing heterogeneous specifications.

– Extend languages (e.g., as is done in [10]) so as to be able to express all features
of other languages. In contrast to the first approach, this might be called a “union”
approach to semantics, since all expressible specifications can be used.

– Ignore the effect of differences in expressibility, and somehow account for the
changes in interpretation when using notations in proof.

We used the first option in our case studies, and always checked for untranslatable
elements in our specifications. Our case studies suggest that this lightweight approach
to composition is feasible and useful in application. Alternative approaches are used,
for example, in [28, 29].

A catalogue of untranslatable specifications is presented in [18]. This includes spec-
ifications likehavoc, magic, and angelic nondeterminism.

2.2 Adding semiformal notations to a heterogeneous basis

The heterogeneous basis shown in Figure 1 contains semiformal notations, including
those from Coad-Yourdon OOA/D [3] and SA/SD [4, 27]. To include a semiformal
notation in the basis, we mustfix an interpretationfor it, and then express a general
specification in this notation in one of the formalisms in the basis. This extends the
heterogeneous basis to allow us to formally define the meaning of heterogeneous spec-
ifications that include parts written in (so-called) semiformalisms. Once formalization
has occurred, the formal expression can thereafter be used to check for ambiguity at the
semiformal level.

There are many interpretations we might take for a semiformalism. In particular, an
interpretation will probably be useful only for a specific problem context or particular
development context. Therefore, it is important that the approach to heterogeneous basis
construction be extendible to new notations, interpretations, and formalizations. Our
examples have convinced us that the basis is partwise extendible and changeable; that
is, we can change formalizations without affecting the rest of the heterogeneous basis.

In [18], we provide a number of formalizations for semiformalisms, including:



– a formalization of data flow diagrams in Z, from [23], is used; a similar formal-
ization of structure charts is also applied. This formalization does not permit ex-
pression of triggering or reactive behaviour. For such artifacts, formalizations from
[15, 29] might be preferred.

– a formalization of Coad-Yourdon object oriented notations (e.g., object diagrams,
assembly and classification diagrams, instance diagrams, etc.) is produced based on
Hall’s expression of objects in Z [7]. This formalization does not consider reactive
behaviour of objects.

– a formalization of SADT diagram notations as sets and relations appears in [19].
– Jackson diagrams and pseudocode are also formalized, using predicates.

The formalizations we provide can easily be changed to fit new interpretations and
domains. For example, the formalization of data flow diagrams from [15] could be
used without much difficulty. Formalizationsshouldbe changed if they do not provide
adequate interpretations for particular problems and contexts.

We now consider how heterogeneous notations are used in a meta-method for formal
method integration.

3 A Meta-Method for Formal Method Integration

A meta-method for formal method integration (of system specification and design meth-
ods) was given in [18, 19]. The meta-method is based on the use of heterogeneous
notations for defining compositions between notations, and thereafter on defining rela-
tionships between procedure steps. We briefly summarize the meta-method here, and
then describe applications in the following sections.

The meta-method itself does not place constraints or restrictions on how the meth-
ods are to be used when integrated. This is the task of the method engineer, i.e., the user
of the meta-method. The meta-method is designed to support the method engineer in
placing constraints on using methods in combination. Whether particular methods are
to be consideredcomplementaryis dependent on the context in which they are to be
used.

The heterogeneous notation-based meta-method is summarized as follows.

1. Fix a base method.A base method gives a set of steps that is to be supported
and complemented by other (invasive) methods. A base method may be formal
or semiformal. It may support more of the software development cycle than other
methods; it may also provide the steps that a developer may want to primarily use
during development.

2. Choose invasive methods.Invasive methods will augment, be embedded, or be in-
terleaved with the base method. The invasive methods complement the base method
through notation, procedure, or user preference.

3. Construct or extend a heterogeneous basis.This is accomplished by constructing
or adding notations from the base and invasive methods to a heterogeneous basis.
A single formal notation from the heterogeneous basis (that is to be used to provide
a formal semantics to system specifications that arise in the use of the integrated
method) can be chosen and fixed at this point.



4. Generalization and relation of method steps.The method steps for the base and
invasive methods are manipulated in order to define how they will work together
in combination. Either one or both of the generalization and relation manipulations
can be applied. In more detail, the manipulations are as follows.

– Generalization.The steps of the base or invasive methods are generalized to
use heterogeneous notations; effectively, new notations are added to a method,
and the method steps are generalized to using the new notations.

– Relation.Relation of method steps can follow generalization. Relationships be-
tween the (generalized) base steps and (generalized) invasive steps are defined.
Steps of base and invasive methods may be ordered, mutually embedded, or
interleaved to form a new set of steps. Examples of relationships are given
in [19]; these include linking of sets of steps, replacing steps, extending and
supplementing steps, and parallel use.

The heterogeneous basis is used to support composition (and communication) of
partial specifications. It also allows flexibility in how method steps are to be inter-
related.

5. Guidance to the user.Hints, examples, and suggestions on how the integrated
method can be used is provided.

The meta-method provides a systematic technique for combining formal methods
with other formal and semiformal methods. It allows many different forms of (unintru-
sive and intrusive) integration, and supports the formal use of the formal methods in
combination with semiformal methods. It does not provide a formal model of the steps
and the methods being combined, e.g., as in [16]. It requires a fixed and formal seman-
tics for all semiformalisms used in integrated methods, and it requires that the method
engineer resolve syntactic ambiguities or incompatibilities across multiple notations
and methods.

4 Case Study 1: Integrating Several Formal Methods

Our first small experiment with formal method integration involved combining several
formal methods, selected from predicative programming, a Z “style”, Morgan’s refine-
ment calculus, and Larch. The integrations were carried out at first in a pairwise fash-
ion, by selecting specific pairs of methods and combining them using the meta-method;
later, further methods were added to the results of these first integrations. Particular ex-
amples of integrations included: a combination of predicative programming, Morgan’s
refinement calculus, and the Z house style; a combination of the refinement calculus
and predicative programming; and an integration of Z and Larch. We briefly summarize
the process of integrating predicative programming and Z here as an example.

A Z house style and predicative programming can be considered as complementary:
predicative programming is designed and has been shown to be useful for procedural or
operational refinement, and is particularly convenient for developing recursive, concur-
rent, and real-time programs [11]. Z is useful for structuring large specifications, and
has been shown to be a convenient notation in which to carry out data transformation
[1]. In integrating the two methods, we chose the Z house style as the base method,



and predicative programming as the invasive method. The heterogeneous basis shown
in Figure 1 can be used to provide a formal semantics to compositions of specifications,
by using predicative programming (we restricted use of Z to non-havoc specifications).
The informal specification procedures of the Z style were generalized to also use pred-
icative programming notations. Furthermore, the proof rules of Z were supplemented
with predicative programming refinement rules.

We have applied this specific integrated method to a number of examples [18], rang-
ing from very small (1-2 pages), to more substantial (10-15 pages). We found that pred-
icative programming fits conveniently into the Z style of specification, especially with
respect to a standard style of specification, where Z expressions are documented with
informal text. We also found that the addition of predicative programming to the Z
method makes procedural refinement much easier to do than with just pure Z. With a
combination of both Z and predicative programming, we can build specifications to fa-
cilitate both data transformation and procedural refinement, and can build specification
parts using the notation in which we want to carry out particular kinds of proof.

One complication with the approach was that syntactic differences in the notations
had to be resolved in order to parse the compositions of syntaxes. For example,^ and
_ were overloaded operators, and so we usedf andg to represent schema operators.
Furthermore, we had to restrict the use of Z and predicative programming to only trans-
latable specifications: therefore, we could not use the specificationhavoc in Z, or the
specificationmagic in predicative programming.

In order to demonstrate the use of integrated formal methods, we briefly summa-
rize a very small example. In this example, we use predicative programming and the
refinement calculus to solve a problem. We choose to demonstrate this combination of
methods because an example can be presented compactly. More interesting examples
can be found in [18].

4.1 Example

The simple problem is as follows: we have an unordered, nonempty list of integers,L,
and need to determine the minimum values in the list and if a valuex is in the list. A
specification is as follows, using the parallel composition operatork of [11].

�ndmin k search;

�ndmin is:

�ndmin b= s 0 = MIN j : 0; ::#L � Lj ;

and the search is a specification statement as follows.

search b= i : [ (0 � i 0 < #L ^ Li 0 = x ) _ (i 0 = #L ^ x 62 L[0; ::#L]) ]:

Integeri will be set to#L if and only if x is not inL[0; ::#L].
To verify that the specification is satisfiable, we must show that:

9 s 0; i 0 � (�ndmin k search):



This simplifies as follows:

9 s 0; i 0 � (�ndmin k search)

= 9 s 0; i 0 � (s 0 = MIN j : 0; ::#L � Lj ) ^

((0 � i 0 < #L ^ Li 0 = x ) _ (i 0 = #L ^ x 62 L[0; ::#L]))

9 i 0 : 0; ::#L � Li 0 = x _ 9 i 0 : #L � x 62 L[0; ::#L]

= x 2 L[0; ::#L] _ x 62 L[0; ::#L]

= >

We specify the minimum routine as a predicate, since we envision a tail-recursive
implementation that is handled conveniently by predicate refinement. To demonstrate
using two formal methods together, we specify the search and develop its implementa-
tion using the refinement calculus’s invariant/variant approach.

Since predicate refinement (boolean implication) is monotonic over the combinator
k, we can refine the specification by parts. We first deal with the specification statement.
It can be refined usingv due to the result in [18] that says that monotonicity ofwp

refinement is preserved over all predicate combinators. Its development can be started
as follows:

search v i ;L[#L] := 0; x ;

i : [ I ^ i = 0; I 0 ^ Li 0 = x ] (i)

where invariantI b= 0 � i < #L+1^8 j : 0; ::i �x 6= Lj . The specification statement
(i) is easily refined as follows, with variant#L� i .

(i) v do Li 6= x ! i := i + 1 od

The refinement of the predicate is also straightforward (due to the monotonicity of(
overk). It assumes that+1 is not an element of the listL.

�ndmin ( i := 0: s := +1: s 0 = min(s ;MIN j : i ; ::#L � Lj ) (1)

The predicate at the end of(1) is refinable to a selection.

s 0 = min(s ;MIN j : i ; ::#L � Lj ) ( if i = #L then ok else

i 6= #L) s 0 = min(s ;MIN j : i ; ::#L � Lj )

And theelsebranch can be refined in the obvious way:

i 6= #L) s 0 = min(s ;MIN j : i ; ::#L � Lj )( if Li < s then s := Li else ok:

i := i + 1

The resulting implementation is heterogeneous (involving the programming language
of [11] and Dijkstra’s guarded command language) and can be transliterated to a homo-
geneous form in either programming language subset.



5 Case Study 2: SA/SD and Predicative Programming

We combined Structured Analysis and Structured Design [4] with predicative program-
ming in the second case study. More precisely, we carried out three different inte-
grations: one, where predicative programmingsupplementedSA/SD; a second, where
SA/SD waslinkedwith predicative programming; and a third, where an SA/SD develop-
ment wasextractedfrom the aforementioned supplementation of SA/SD by predicative
programming. Full details of the case studies and inter-relations appear in [21].

In the initial case study, we chose SA/SD as the base method (because of its mod-
elling procedures), and predicative programming as the invasive method. We selected
predicates to use as a basis notation. SA/SD procedures were generalized to use pred-
icates, and then the predicative refinement rules were used to supplement the SA/SD
procedures for decomposition, process specification construction, and implementation.
This integration is shown in Fig. 2; the ellipses in the figure represent method steps,
while the boxes represent method products. The arrows representgenerateandusere-
lations.

Context Analyze problemdiagram

Heterogeneous
DFDs

informationAdd control

Heterogeneous
structure chart

Program
code

PSPEC production

Decomposition Add type info.

Heterogeneous
PSPECs data dictionary

Heterogeneous

Generate implementation

Refine PSPECs,
predicates

Fig.2.Combination of SA/SD and predicative programming

We applied this integrated method to a number of medium-sized examples, the
largest being a construction of a simulator for a scheduler. The specification and (moder-
ately detailed) development was approximately 20 pages long. The integration was par-
ticularly convenient to use: the predicative notation and procedures wererestrictable, in
that their use was confinable to the specification and development of a specific part of
a system. In particular, we used predicative programming for specifying only those



PSPECs that seemed to have complex functionality at the requirement level; pseu-
docode and programming language specifications were used for the remaining PSPECs.
This in turn leads us to suggest that it was possible togradually introducethe predica-
tive programming method into development, because of this restrictability feature.

The second integration of SA/SD and predicative programming mimicked the work
of Semmens and Allen [25], and the SAZ project [22]. SA/SD waslinked with pred-
icative programming, by defining translations from SA/SD specifications to predicate
specifications. The method was used by first applying standard SA/SD. Once a data flow
diagram, PSPECs, and data dictionary had been produced, a pure predicative specifica-
tion was constructed via the translations of Figure 1. Development could then continue,
either by adding extra formal details and continuing with the predicative programming
method, or by studying the produced specifications, analyzing what was missing, check-
ing for consistency, and feeding back extra information into the standard SA/SD devel-
opment.

The third integration was similar to what was described above. We commenced with
a development using the SA/SD-predicative integration that is diagrammed in Fig. 2.
After decomposition and PSPEC production, weextractedsemiformal specifications
from the formal specifications (e.g., following [23]), and continued the development us-
ing the semiformal specifications. This type of approach could be useful when changes
in requirements occur, or when we find that during development the initial method to
use in solving a problem is inappropriate.

A limitation with these approaches is that they required us to fix an interpretation
and provide a formal semantics for semiformal SA/SD notations (e.g., DFDs, struc-
ture charts). This effectively fixes the domain of applicability of such notations. It
must be possible to change such interpretations and formalizations, if other develop-
ers have other ideas on the meaning of the semiformal notations. Due to the partwise
constructible nature of our heterogeneous basis, this seems possible. We might even en-
vision the construction of heterogeneous bases for specific classes of applications and
problems.

6 Case Study 3: Coad-Yourdon OOA/D and Z

The third application of the meta-method was to combine a Z house style with Coad-
Yourdon object-oriented analysis and design [20]. The two methods are complemen-
tary: the Z house style offers formal specification techniques and proof rules; Coad-
Yourdon offers procedures for the decomposition of requirements into objects and ob-
ject structures.

In applying the meta-method, we selected Coad-Yourdon as the base method (since
it supports a broader range of the software development process). The Z method was
chosen as the invasive method. Coad-Yourdon procedures were generalized to use Z,
and the Z proof procedures and specification style rules were used to supplement the
Coad-Yourdon procedures. In particular, Z was used to specify particular objects of
the system—objects that had complex functionality or data structures where a formal
specification or development would prove to be justifiable. Z was also used to specify



and develop implementations of objectmethodswhere the intended functionality of
each method was complex. The integration is depicted in Fig. 3.

Define subjects

Attribute
definition

Instance

Define
operations

Model 
subclasses

Represent
data

Heterogeneous

structure model
Heterogeneous

representation
Message

Represent
procedures

Heterogeneous
procedural specs

Heterogeneous
data dictionary

connections

Identify objects

Identify structures

object model

Instance model

Fig.3. Integration of Coad/Yourdon OOA/D with Z method

We have applied this integrated method to a small collection of examples, the largest
being the development of a text analyzer system with a graphical user interface. This
required construction of X Windows code, text processing code, and statistics gathering
code. Z was used in the formal development of the statistics gathering objects, and
in providing a formal semantics to the specifications produced in the method. Coad-
Yourdon was used in guiding the entire development. The entire specification was about
70 pages in length, resulting in approximately 4000 lines of C++ code.

We found that the combination of Z and Coad-Yourdon worked well, primarily be-
cause of the modular structure of specifications produced and required in both Z and
Coad-Yourdon. That developers using this integrated method will be required to build
specification parts with precise interfaces may help to make the process of using these
specific multiple notations together much simpler. A further convenience using this ap-
proach is that the use of Z is again restrictable; we only used Z (and Z proof procedures)
to develop those objects and methods that we felt necessary. Restrictability of formal
methods may be important in allowing more wide-spread use of such techniques.

One particular difficulty in using Z and Coad-Yourdon arose when having to inter-



face Z specifications with Coad-Yourdon specifications of object methods or attributes.
At some point in a specification, it may be necessary to use semiformal attributes or
methods in a formal specification (or vice versa). To avoid this problem, we made use
of the heterogeneous basis. When using a semiformal method or attribute in a formal
specification, we assumed that there existed a formal expression of the method or at-
tribute in question. The interface to this method or attribute is acquired through the use
of the formalization procedure in the heterogeneous basis; formalization of interfaces is
inexpensive. Then, in the formal specification where we wanted to use the semiformal
method or attribute, we simply used the formalizationinterface, even though we did
not explicitly write down the entire formalization itself. This meant that we could not
prove anything about the semiformal part, but we could use a formalrepresentationof
the part in a formal specification.

7 Conclusions

We have briefly described a general technique for integrating formal methods with other
methods, all used for system specification and design. We have summarized the con-
struction of a heterogeneous basis, and discussed some of the (syntactic and seman-
tic) problems associated with using multiple notations together. We have detailed sev-
eral case studies to which we have applied the integration techniques. While we have
considered only a small number of studies, the evidence so far suggests to us that the
lightweight approach to integration that we have taken is convenient and useful.

One issue we have not addressed so far is that of method compatibility. The meta-
method itself provides a framework within which formal (and semiformal) methods
can be put together and used. It does not directly address the issue of when methods
can or cannot be combined. For particular methods, unresolvable incompatibilities in
terms of model, syntax, or process may arise, and the meta-method may not be able to
successfully integrate such methods. Future work will examine the problems of method
compatibility, and will hopefully augment the meta-method to include such “sound-
ness” constraints.

Further future work will encompass more and larger case studies, and will see us
consider a wider spectrum of methods in integration. We will also look at constructing
formal models of methods, in order to be able to speak precisely about the relationships
we are defining between them. Finally, we will consider other approaches to giving
semantics to heterogeneous specifications—particularly, union approaches, where the
semantics of all specifications can be expressed in compositions.
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